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Kenmore Baptist Church Speaker’s Notes, 8 August 2010 (AM+PM, DB)

What does love look like? … A Series from Ruth

Part 2, Ruth 1: “Friendship: Love always lifts you up”
+++VIDEO: RUTH CHAPTER 1 (5 minutes)+++
What does love look like?
Ruth is a drama of redemptive mercy and grace, full of covenantal kindness
and love, or chêsêd as it’s called in the Old Testament (Ruth 1:8; 2:20; 3:10)
Ruth 2-4 explores Storge, Eros, and Agape … affection, desire, and commitment,
following the framework in C. S. Lewis’s The Four Loves
Ruth 1 is a study of philia love—love which clings and brings together as
friends … at its best this kind of love always lifts you up to see God’s grace at work
Ruth is an unlikely friendship between bitter Naomi who lost her identity in a
foreign land, and her friendly companion Ruth who beyond reason clings (v14)
It’s a powerful story, isn’t it?
Welcome to Kenmore Baptist Church, as
we get into part 2 of our series in Ruth.
The point of this series is to answer the
question, “What does love look like?”
We’re not after a set of propositions that
you can parrot back. Instead, we pray
that we’ll all open our hearts to God, and
to each other, so our lives might reflect
love in all its dimensions, right here in our
community.
As John introduced last week, the book of Ruth never explicitly mentions “love.”
Yet in the lives of the key characters—Naomi, Ruth, and Boaz—we see a drama of
redemptive mercy and grace, full of covenantal kindness and love, or chêsêd as it’s
called in the Old Testament (cf. Ruth 1:8; 2:20; 3:10). John also suggested a way into
Ruth using C. S. Lewis’s framework in his book, The Four Loves. In chapters two
through four of Ruth, we see powerful examples of affection, desire, and commitment.
Storge, Eros, and Agape … in the Greek, these are three dimensions rightly called “love.”
But in Ruth chapter 1, I want to pick up another type of love: philia.
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If you’ve done any science then you’d know about philia, or philic properties of
chemicals that make them adhere or come together. So what is philia love? Put
simply, it’s friendship. Friendship is what love looks like. And this kind of love, at its
best, always lifts you up to see God’s grace at work.
In Ruth chapter 1 we see this come
out powerfully in the unlikely friendship
between Naomi and Ruth. Naomi was a
pleasant Israelite whose life turned sour
when she lost her identity in a foreign
land. Ruth, on the other hand, was a
Moabitess who beyond all reason adheres,
or clings, to her bitter mother-in-law
(v14). The name Ruth, in the Hebrew, has
a double meaning—it can mean
refreshment and comfort; but the plainest meaning is “a female companion”: literally,
“a friend.” Ruth stands as a model of what friendship love looks like in practice. And
my heart for this message is that we would model our friendships on Ruth. If we
really get what Ruth 1 is telling us, then we would move beyond cliques to truly
include others in all their differences. Do you want a community of embrace rather than
exclusion? I do.
What does philia, or friendship love, look like?
Who are your closest friends, and what common identity binds you together?
Companionship > common interest > common identity
> a shared journey side-by-side with a common vision
But, as C. S. Lewis points out, “Friendship is both a possible benefactor and a
possible danger to the community.” Depending on what you build it on, and
how central that common vision is to your identity, friendship can bless or curse
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But before I get into the story-proper,
let’s look back at what C. S. Lewis tells us
about friendship love—for as Lewis himself
says, “Friendship is both a possible
1
benefactor and a possible danger to the
2
community” (65). If we at KBC want
friendship love to always lift us up, and
we want to extend God’s friendship to
those outside these walls, then we’d
better build friendship on the right stuff.
1 So, what is friendship love? I want you to picture in your mind the first bestfriend you ever had. Maybe you were grade 1 and found she had the same pink pencil
case? Or you were skateboarding down the street and he was hanging out learning
how to ollie. Can you picture them? Turn to your neighbour and tell them this
friend’s name. … Okay, so how did you become friends? And what did you like to do
best when hanging out? What identity did you have in common that binds you as
one? [Leave significant time for reflection.] … Now, as a teen or adult, the details may be
different with your current friendships, but the process is much the same …

2 As Lewis explains it, philia begins with companionship, when you happen to
spend time together in a similar activity, a common interest—maybe frequenting
the same shops, golfing at the same club, studying in the same class. But one day,
two or more of you discover a deeper insight or taste which others don’t seem to
share. You find a kindred soul, you share a common identity and a vision that calls
you to something greater than yourself. “What? You too? I thought I was the only
vegan who loves tofu!” And then the friendship begins. You separate off from the
herd. You’re still travelling companions, but now you’re on a quest side by side with
your eyes fixed on a shared destination.
Now, the common interest could be anything … rocket-science, go-karts, finecoffee, country music, an enthusiasm for white mice … it doesn’t really matter, as long
as it is a shared identity. So, do you have a friendship with a shared identity? What’s
that identity for you? [Leave time …] And this friendship is great, right? It’s life-giving.
And it doesn’t even matter to you if no-one else gets it. For Craig Sargent and me, it
means watching movies like Inception, and then philosophizing for the next hour in a
café about the ins and outs of the plot. And if that doesn’t do it for you, that’s okay!
You see, almost all great movements and societies began with this kind of quest,
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following a common vision—be it Green Peace, the Clapham sect pushing for the
abolition of slavery, and even Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels formulating
Communism. But here’s where it gets messy. Depending on what you build it on, and
how central that common interest is to your identity, friendship can bless or curse.
Take sport, for instance. Who
watched the State of Origin this year?
Now, jog my memory if you would …
NSW won, didn’t they? Okay,
Queensland … ta! So, mate against mate,
state against state … it’s all a bit of fun.
Here at KBC mid-week, in true Aussie
fashion, the boys will give each other a bit
of a ribbing. Typically Mikka will wear
his blues jersey, and Grant will don the maroon. One will skite over this pass, and
that try, while the other will recall precisely the opposite events in favour of his
team. Their only common ground is an apparent hatred of the referee. And this is
part of our culture, and I’m not against that.
1 But even in this light-hearted situation, notice what happens to social dynamics.
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The primary axis for identity during Origin season seemingly revolves around which
team you support. The Queenslanders, precisely in being Cane-toads, define
themselves as over against those who care little for the game, and those who by
nature are not Queenslanders: the cockroaches. It’s meant to be fun and games, and
usually is, but it’s not uncommon to see some biff as group think kicks in and the
stadium transforms into a Colosseum. The shared identity of allegiance to one footy team,
which makes for friendship, becomes the same basis upon which we exclude those outside our club.
Change footy codes to soccer and you’ll see the same practice in different colours.
In Argentina alone, over 250 deaths have resulted from soccer violence. Now, I’m not
trying to be alarmist. Sport doesn’t kill people; people kill people. But the fact of the
matter is this: it’s fallen human nature to build our identity around something less than ultimate,
and then intentionally or unintentionally dismiss, demonize, and demolish the outsider. Difference
becomes division. Friendship to the insider becomes exclusion to the outsider.
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So what’s your shared identity built on?1
I’m maroon, you’re blue. I’m male,
you’re female. I drive Ford, you drive
Holden. I’m young, you’re old. I’m
popular, you’re unpopular. Public or
Private? PC or Mac? Nike or Lowes?
Brisbane or Ipswich? Ipswich or Gatton?
Goth or Geek? German or Jew? Hutu or
Tutsi? African or Afrikaan? White or
Black? Able or disabled? Sophisticate or
Barbarian? Brahmin or Dalit? Christian or Muslim? Protestant or Catholic? Elect or
damned? … Us or them? In or out? Embrace or exclude? Friend or enemy? As Lewis notes, “a
“friendship may be ‘about’ almost nothing except the fact that it excludes.”
As Christians we speak of the Gospel—the good news. Well if it’s really good
news, what does the Gospel have to say about our innate tendency toward apartheid.
We instinctively define our identity as over against the other, and from this springs ostracism in the
church, arguments around the water cooler, and genocide across the globe.
In a multicultural city like Brisbane, and a diverse church community like KBC,
we really need fresh eyes for how to build friendships on the right stuff. If the church becomes a
“mutual admiration society,” or just another tribal identity which excludes people for being other
than us, then how can we ever lead the world in a new way to love? Is it even possible to find a
common identity and ultimate allegiance in friendship that naturally embraces rather than excludes?
This is precisely the question addressed in Ruth chapter 1. The answer is found
in Ruth’s embrace of Naomi, even as Naomi seeks to exclude Ruth. Love looks like

dying to our old identity, and forming friendships built on a shared pursuit after
God’s grace which alone can satisfy our hunger. When our central identity is
built on Christ’s self-giving friendship, then love will always lift you up.
So, let’s get into the passage! As John shared last week, the Scriptures rightly
point to Jesus (Luke 24:27). Jesus is the true and better Israel as represented by
Naomi, the true and better redeemer as represented by Boaz, and the true and better
friend as represented by Ruth. Given this, I’ll explore Ruth chapter 1 in three

1

Much of what follows, whilst not explicitly quoted, implicitly reflects the thoughts of Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and
Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1996).
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sections—what did this story mean for them; what does it mean through Christ; and
what does it mean to us, right here and now. … For them, through Christ, to us. Let’s go!

What does Ruth 1 mean FOR THEM?
A proud people with a despised neighbour (vv 1-2)
Abraham (Genesis 12:1-3) > Egypt
(Genesis 15:13) > Exodus (Exodus 3:617; 22:21; 23:9)

>Abraham blessed to be a blessing to all
the nations
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>Exiled in Egypt for 400 years, but
promised freedom
>Freedom from oppression in God, via
Moses … they were foreigners and
resident aliens, so God expected them to

be kind to foreigners, never to oppress
A twisted path to the promised land (Exodus 15:13-18; Judges 2:1-23)
>God made the surrounding nations fear so they’d have safe passage through
>Yet when the strong leadership of Moses and Joshua passed, the period of the
Judges began (1400-1050 AD) … a time when anarchy reigned and people did as
they pleased. Instead of blessing in the promised land, they found God’s judgment
calling them back to what they were originally saved for: to be a blessing to all.
A despised neighbour: incestuous Lot (Genesis 19:30-38) > ongoing ethnic tensions
with Moab, 50 miles east across the Jordan Rift Valley (Numbers 22-25 with

1

Balaam called to curse Israel and Moabite women seducing Israel’s men; Deuteronomy 2:89, 28-29; 23:3-6 … despised given mistreatment during journey into the promised land)

>After Sodom and Gomorrah, Abraham’s nephew Lot was spared, but looked like
having no descendents with everyone destroyed. So his two daughters got him
drunk, slept with him, and had kids. Lot’s eldest daughter had a son named Moab,
meaning “from father.” That’s how the nation of Moab began. You think there was
a cultural slur against their name? It all started with incest.
>So Israel camped out in Moab while they wandered through the wilderness,
waiting to enter the promised land. They used up Moab’s resources and stripped
the land bare. So King Balak hired the prophet Balaam to put them under a curse.
This backfired, so the illegal occupation continued. Then, on the verge of entering
the promised land, in Numbers 25 we read of how Moabite women seduced Israel’s
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men (good excuse—sure, it was the woman who made me do it!), bringing Israel
under further judgment. Keep this in mind when we get to how Ruth must have
been perceived by the townsfolk when she entered Israel with Naomi.
Elect to bless, but now set to oppress—Israel’s dark hour (Judges 3:12-30; 21:24-25).
>So, from the call of Abraham and the promise to bless, they are now in Anarchy
where every person does as he or she pleases. They switch between being
oppressed to oppressing others. 18 years oppressed by fat King Eglon of Moab, and
then Ehud the left-handed warrior rises up, stabs him good, and then they make
slaves of the Moabites for the following 80 years. You get the picture … relations
weren’t the best between Israel and Moab. How far the mighty had fallen.
An ironic death of identity (vv 3-5)

Naomi’s identity, as an Israelite,
was built upon possessing her
family’s share of the promised land
as God’s chosen people, and
blessing through marriage and
bearing children. Yet now they
leave Bethlehem (house of bread) as
there’s no bread in the house.
What of the promise? Is the
famine a judgment of God?
Famine also drove the patriarchs as resident aliens into foreign lands
(Genesis 12:10; 26:3; 47:4). Have they been unfaithful? Only traitor’s leave.
Why would Naomi’s family leave Israel and “turn aside” to Moab? Picture a
modern day Israelite relocating to Palestine, while their family remains in the
homeland. What kind of emptiness, hunger, and desperation would drive
them to leave?
Why would Naomi let her sons marry Moabite women (cf. Numbers 25:1-5)?
Perhaps security for a widowed resident alien with few rights and many
needs?
>When her husband died, there would be no protection. Maybe these marriages
brought great relief? Or maybe it was security in a dangerous land where now she
lived as a single woman and a resident alien. She then settled in this place … ten
years is a long time, and it would take a miracle for Naomi to see herself back in her
home country.
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The names tip us off that there’s a problem here … Elimelech = true Israelite,
“God of the King.” Yet, this royal family from where the Messiah should
come (1 Samuel 17:2; Micah 5:2) produces Mahlon (makh-lone',
sickness/rubbed worn) and Chilion (kil-yone', destruction/extermination).
Naomi had hope in this national identity, but these descendents of Eprath
(fruitful) were now barren with no one to pass on the family line.
Among this despised people, pleasant Naomi becomes bitter Mara as she
stands alone … this is the death of her identity in a foreign nation. What
hope remains? At the end of scene one, the woman stands alone. As Phyllis Trible
observes, “From wife to widow, from mother to no-mother, this female is stripped of all
identity. The security of husband and children, which a male-dominated culture affords its
women, is hers no longer. The definition of worth, by which it values the female, applies to
her no longer. The blessings of old age, which it gives through progeny, are
there no longer. Stranger in a foreign land, this woman is a victim of death—
and of life.”
An attempted exclusion (vv 6-13)
So, like the prodigal son driven by
hunger and returning to the
Father’s house in shame, bitter
Naomi decides to return. But why

would Naomi exclude her only
remaining ‘family’? … For them
(vv 8-10)? Perhaps also for her
reputation?
>Granted, Naomi cries over the women
and is probably desperately lonely. She
does set out with them to Bethlehem, but then changes her mind. Why? Part of it
is wanting to give these women the best chance or remarrying—logic says go back
to Moab. But I wonder if Naomi started visualizing walking into Israel minus her
men, but accompanied by a Moabitess. This wouldn’t look good. Confirmed traitor.
Orpah understandably “turns her back” (v14). What sense is there in going on?
Three times Naomi tries to exclude Ruth, each time the intensity increases: go
with God’s blessing (chêsêd) > I have no more sons to offer > God has cursed me
so go back with your sister, to her people and her gods. GO BACK!!!
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A persistent embrace and a shared identity (vv 6-7, 14-19a)

Why would Ruth cling to Naomi
(v 14)? … perhaps old stories of a
good God, or days when there was
bread in the house? Apparently
Ruth’s people and gods didn’t
satisfy her hunger. Ruth was
undying in her support Naomi
during a dark time
>Maybe times around the campfire at
night, reflecting on the stories of old
when God liberated Israel from Egypt … when He provided manna from heaven to
feed a whole nation in the wilderness. And how they partied when God parted the
waters of the Jordan to enter God’s rest. Even the nostalgia of a now bitter old
woman touched a desire hidden deep in Ruth’s heart for something more. She was
hungry. Even just the chance that there could be life better than this—it was worth
taking.
Naomi involuntarily loses her identity, but Ruth willingly lays down her life
out of friendship to bitter Naomi … “Her commitment to Naomi transcends
even the bonds of racial origin and national religion: Naomi’s people and
Naomi’s God will henceforth be hers. And, giving the ring of truth to her
words, she then immediately takes the name of Yahweh on her lips in a
solemn oath that only death itself will finally separate them.”
What is the basis of their friendship? What is their common identity? Love lifts them up to
see possibilities beyond the brokenness of today. Hunger drives them on a
shared journey in quest of God’s presence and blessing in the House of Bread.
>Though Naomi is a reluctant friend, they now are companions with a common
interest in reaching Bethlehem, and a common identity in hungering for the one
true God to show up and satisfy their needs. They share a vision of God’s grace.
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A mixed reception (vv 19b-22)
Key theme across Ruth of “journey,”
twelve times using exile related
verbs “to travel, go, walk, return”
… this book shows the way for
Israel to return to God
Reports of bread in the house of
bread called them back … could
God really be at work in Israel? Come
and see! Starvation can bring
anyone back

How would the faithful and remaining Israelites feel about Naomi coming
back, accompanied by a Moabitess? … “The whole town was stirred [hoom] …
‘Can this be Naomi?’” (v 19) … “excited” or a tumultuous uproar (Proverbs 1:21;
Isaiah 22:2)?
>hoom is onomatopoeia = tumult, confusion, high emotion … not necessarily
positive … a mixed reception … later see true Israelites like Boaz who embrace the
outsider, yet I’m pretty convinced this wasn’t what was happening here … imagine
the inflection in the voice … “you call that thing ‘lovely’ … look what the cat dragged
in.” Naomi outdoes their complaints and judgment, and blamed her own
condemnation on El Shaddai, the Almighty God.

How could Ruth “return” from Moab (v 22)? In what sense is Israel her true
home?
>Like Augustine, “Lord, You have made us for Yourself, and our hearts are restless
until they find their rest in You.” … for people always on the road, they found their
true home in the love of the Triune God.
Naomi remains bitter, absorbed in her own affliction and ignorant of Ruth’s
presence and sacrifice. Yet “this commitment of a young woman to the life of
an old woman in her darkest hour … is already a signal step toward dawn for
Naomi’s dark night of despair. In the life of Israel, God has given his people
food so that famine has given way to barley harvest.”
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What does Ruth 1 mean THROUGH CHRIST?
I could wax lyrical about what Ruth 1
means through Christ. But these kind of
great truths are not merely for speaking.
Instead, they’re intended to turn us back
to God in gob-smacked worship. I know
it’s not usual practice here to place a song
in the middle of the sermon, but would
you join me in reflecting on the friendship
of God extended through Christ.
+++SONG (piano/violin/saxophone only): How deep the Father’s love +++
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+++
Do you get this?
There is no greater
love than laying down
your life for your
friends. But Jesus
goes further … while
we were yet sinners
and enemies of God,
He embraced us by
dying on the cross.

And through this embrace, He
has done away with every
difference that divides … there is
no longer Greek or Jew, male or
female, slave or free, rich and
poor, popular and unpopular,
and the list could go on. Jesus is
a friend who sticks closer than a
brother, and is born for times of
adversity.
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And only when we personally have understood and experienced this radical grace of
God will we be able to love and embrace in friendship those who are different to us,
even our enemies.
This is the kind of love the world is waiting to see. When we love like this, the
whole world will know that we are disciples of the one true God. Have you tasted
this love? If not, then after the message we’d love to pray with you, for we can’t give
what we haven’t got. And God’s love is freely available to any who call on Jesus’ name.
Jesus is the key to understanding the whole of the Scriptures (Luke 24:27). The
heart of this passage is how Jesus is the true and better Ruth. Ruth
metaphorically laid down her life, with apparently little to gain, out of
friendship to Naomi. As Jesus taught, “Greater love has no one than this, that
someone lay down his life for his friends” (John 15:13). But God goes further,
for while we were yet enemies, Jesus died for us (Romans 5:8; Philippians 2:5-11).
Abraham Lincoln once asked, “Am I not destroying my enemies when I make
friends of them?” Jesus answered this definitively as He hung on a cross and
breathed His last words, “It is finished” (John 19:30). Jesus’ is a friend of
sinners (Luke 7:34), radically including and clinging to all who accept His
grace. Jesus is a friend who sticks closer than a brother and is born for times
of adversity (Proverbs 17:17; 18:24)
Love lifts us up, because when Jesus was lifted up, He drew all people to
Himself (John 12:32). In his death, He did away with all lines of division and
hatred built on defining ourselves as over against the other, and He made a
new people … friends when once we were enemies (Galatians 3:26-29;
Ephesians 2:11-16). So, as we trust Jesus’ radical grace to become friends of
God, we can then truly be friends of one another and even embrace our
enemies (Ecclesiastes 4:9-12; Matthew 5:43-48; James 2:23).
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What does Ruth 1 mean TO US?
To ‘Naomi’: die to your old
identity, and come home … Jesus
is the bread in the house
(Matthew 4:4; 6:11; 14:16-18;
26:25-27; John 6:32-52).
>As with Philip Yancey’s story, “Where
can the world go to find grace? … That is
why any person goes to church: out of
hunger for grace. … As I look back on my
own pilgrimage, marked by wanderings
and detours, and dead ends, I see now that what pulled me along was my search for
grace. I rejected the church for a time because I found so little grace there. I
returned because I found grace nowhere else.”2 Who else has the words of life
(John 6:66-68)? Where else can I turn?

To ‘Townsfolk’: how will we
receive the Naomi’s and Ruth’s of
this world? How will we greet the
backslider humbly coming home and the
outsider wanting grace to satisfy her
hunger? With a tumultuous
uproar … “Can this be Naomi,
home after all those traitorous
years?”
>I know perhaps ten people who left this church because they never felt
embraced into friendship, and as the years roll on, it becomes harder and harder to
return because of fear that they will be condemned.
The church has a reputation for judgment, a tribal identity built upon being
holier-than-thou, excluding rather than embracing. As Yancey honestly writes, “I
have spent most of my life in recovery from the church.”3 Yancey describes himself
as a “person who absorbed some of the worst the church has to offer yet still landed
in the loving arms of God.” The legalism, the racism, the control, the exclusion.
There are so many people burned by a lack of friendship and grace:
“Roman Catholics who flinch whenever they

see a nun or priest, former Seventh Day Adventists who cannot drink a cup of coffee without a stab of guilt, Mennonites who worry whether wedding rings or whitewall tyres give evidence of worldliness. Some of them now reject the
4
church entirely, and find Christians threatening and perhaps even repellent.” Sometimes we’re “repellent precisely to the degree that we embrace and advertise the truth.”

2

Philip Yancey, What’s So Amazing About Grace (Sydney: Strand Publishing, 1997), 15-16.

3

Philip Yancey, Soul Survivor: How My Faith Survived the Church (Hodder & Stoughton, 2001), 1-10.

4

Walker Percy, The Second Coming, cited in Yancey, Soul Survivor, p6.
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So, is our identity built upon religious superiority? Are you spiritually arrogant?
Or maybe we’ve imported the world’s divisions into our midst, dismissing,
demonizing, and even demolishing the other as different from us? Be honest—
have you ever avoided or ignored certain people because they’re different to you, or
don’t ‘fit in’ with your group? I’m tired of cliques. This should not be in a
community defined by God’s grace. This is all of us to some degree, and we need to
repent. All of these identities that divide need to be relativized around a central
identity built on Jesus’ self-giving love. If an outsider were to watch and listen,
would they say that your group’s common identity is built around pursuit of God’s
grace? Do you pray together, grow together, read the Word together, and speak
honestly of how you’re doing with God? You can be an agent of change among your
friends, starting today. As it says in Galatians 2:20, “I have been crucified with
Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in the body, I
live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.”

Love Dare: how love can lift you up starting today
What does love look like at KBC? How about this …
COFFEE CHALLENGE: For this
week only at Kenmore Coffee
Club, you and a friend can take
someone out for coffee who you
don’t know well, or who is new to
this community, and embrace
them into our fellowship and your
friendship. Buy two coffees and
1
Vinnie and the team will give you
one free.
1 TASTE OF AUSTRALIA BUSHDANCE: Love understands all languages.
Through the Spirit’s moving and the great work of Pastor Thong and his
team, KBC has opportunity to embrace literally hundreds of international
students a lot like Ruth, feeling displaced in a foreign land but looking to
speak the common language of grace. Check KBC News insert for details, but
on 14th August we have another intake through a bushdance. This is a great
opportunity for friends and families to connect with one international
student, and give them a taste of God’s friendship through you. Join in!
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Closing story about just how radical this kind of friendship love is.

1

2

Jürgen Moltmann is regarded as one
of the greatest theologians of the last
century, and has written powerfully
about hope, and the need for
reconciliation and love to define all our
relationships, especially with the outsider
and enemy. He writes, “In Christianity
the cross is the test of everything that
deserves to be called Christian.”

Does our love bear all things and suffer
all things? Or in the words of a passionate preacher during the Second World War,
“If I can’t love Hitler, I can’t love at all.” This kind of love is shocking, but following
Christ it’s not impossible.
1 Moltmann tells the story of one couple during the war, Frank and Nellie Baker,
who did exactly that. During the Second World War there was a German prisoner
of war camp on the northeast coast of England. Frank and Nellie, who lived nearby,
felt called by God to reach out to these foreign soldiers in some way. They wanted to
give these despised men a taste of God’s grace, extended through friendship. So they
went to the commander and asked permission to take a German prisoner with them
to church each Sunday—to share in Word and Sacrament—and then to eat their
Sunday dinner together in their home. It was agreed. So Sunday after Sunday, a
stead flow of German soldiers worshiped and ate with the Bakers in their home
throughout the course of the war.
2 In telling the story, this world-famous theologian paused, looked intently, and
said, “One of those soldiers was a young man named Jürgen Moltmann. And I want
you to know that the seed of hope was planted in my heart around Frank and Nellie
Baker’s Sunday dinner table.”5 [n.b. click #2 brings up picture of Moltmann again]
Only a common identity and ultimate allegiance built on Christ will model to
the world a new way to love. May we be a community of embrace, befriending
the Naomi’s and Ruth’s of this world, and celebrating their “return home.” May
we discover afresh Jesus’ love which satisfies every hunger. And may we
tenaciously cling to our enemies who exclude us, offering an unconditional
embrace of grace.

Let’s pray.

5

Paul Chilcote tells this story from personal conversation with Jürgen Moltmann, in “The Integral Nature of Worship
and Evangelism,” 246-263, in The Study of Evangelism, ed. Paul Chilcote and Laceye Warner (Eerdmans, 2008), 262.
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>> Ministry time if need to do business with God … if you’ve excluded others
and need to repent, or have been hurt by Christians in our community and want
support and embrace, or if you and your friends want to lay down identities that divide
and judge the outsider, and recommit to building your friendship on the self-giving love of
Christ, then we’d love for you to come forward and our team will pray with you.

Discussion Questions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What impacted you most in this message?
Who are your closest friends, and what common identity binds you together?
With which character(s) do you most identify in the story? Why?
When was one time you experienced exclusion in church? What “identity” lay behind
this exclusion? Now, share one time you were embraced by the church community?
What was the difference? If 10 is embrace, and 1 is exclusion, how would you rank
KBC? What could you do to improve this?
(5) Take up the love dare! As a friendship group, pray together that God would redefine
your common identity by Christ’s self-giving love. Now, prioritize embracing the
outsider as an expression of the friendship of God.
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